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MANAGEMENT OF FORMALISED
MARKETING AND MEDIA ACTIVITIES
IN OUTSOURCING COMPANIES IN
THE AGE OF COMPETITIVENESS,
WITH PARTICULAR EMPHASIS
ON CONTEMPORARY MARKETING
APPROACH
Łukasz Kozakowski1
Abstract
The article outlines the issues related to the topic of management of formalised marketing and media activities in outsourcing companies in the age of competitiveness, with particular
emphasis on contemporary marketing approach. General management of the organisation and
management of marketing and media activities, particularly in their formalised form, both have a
significant effect on improving company competitiveness in the market. Outsourcing companies
constitute a specific sector of services which without a very well-functioning marketing and media
activities would not be able to operate and develop in the market. The article presents selected
aspects connected with the management of marketing and media activities, with particular emphasis on formalisation of marketing activities in outsourcing companies. The analysis presented
below focuses on the efficiency of the implemented formalisation of marketing and media activities in outsourcing companies in relation to their competitiveness, with special recognition of
contemporary marketing approach.
Keywords: marketing, media, marketing management, outsourcing, outsourcing services, competitiveness, contemporary marketing approach

Introduction
The aim of the article is to verify the outline of issues related to the topic of management of formalised marketing and media activities in outsourcing companies in
the age of competitiveness, with particular emphasis on contemporary marketing approach. The reason behind addressing these issues here is the dynamic development
and growing significance of outsourcing companies in the Polish market, as well as
the rising importance of marketing and media activities, followed by their formalisation
1
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in terms of competitiveness. Year by year, an increased pressure is observed for the
need for further development in this respect, both in Poland and in the world. Benefits
achieved with the application of enhanced outsourcing solutions for optimised operation of organisations have been recognised also in Poland, where numerous processes
are successfully implemented in this context, often resulting in total restructuring of the
company. Nowadays, reorganisation changes are no surprise to anybody, and what is
more, they are in fact advisable and desirable. In view of the above, the subject matter
of the article should be considered fully justified.
Marketing, media, formalisation as approaches related to outsourcing companies
Any analysis of such issues requires that the most important definitions should
be provided for further analytical discussion which can be gradually expanded and
developed. The notions of management, media, marketing, marketing activities and
formalisation are closely connected with the operation of, among others, outsourcing
companies in the context of a broadly understood competitive market advantage, with
particular emphasis on contemporary marketing approach.
Management of marketing and media activities, as well as formalisation of marketing activities in organisations, is closely linked to their organisational structure, as
every organisational structure will entail a different way of managing marketing activities. Moreover, it needs to be pointed out that we live in the so-called age of competitiveness, as no industry or sector of services exists without a substantial growth of
competitiveness, which also applies to outsourcing companies.
Competitiveness is a concept which gains more and more attention among economists, although they offer neither unequivocal definitions nor clear interpretations of
it. Observation of competition processes reveals that companies equipped with abundant factors and means of production, often having a strong market position, lose to
companies assessed as weaker by their market partners. Yet, they have proved to be
more competitive, able to take action to prevail in the market and to reach for the leader
position in the industry or market segment. This ability to take on challenges enforced
by the competition and to compete is called competitiveness. Consequently, we speak
of competitiveness of economic systems, enterprises, organisations or individual employees.
Therefore, next to the potential of company competitiveness, instruments of competing for customers and competitive position, competitive advantage becomes an indispensible element of the term of company competitiveness [Stankiewicz, 2000, p.
79]. The term of competitive advantage is an ambiguous concept, as evidenced by the
multitude of its definitions developed by specialists in economics. Competitive advantage is a factor ensuring a country, a company, a group of people or an individual a competitive advantage. The concept of competitive advantage derives from the thought of
the 19th-century economist David Ricardo on comparative advantage. The concept of
competitive advantage is used by Michael Porter in his classic work on international
corporate strategy.
In the recent years the popularity of outsourcing has been rapidly growing in Poland and abroad due to the obvious cost savings and increased quality of services.
Outsourcing in the age of competitiveness, i.e. of professional suppliers of specialised
services, and more and more common access to high-speed Internet, is now a clear
market trend and way of contemporary company management.
It is worth noting that analyses of companies which have opted for outsourcing
show that in result of such decision these companies report reduced costs of service
delivery, improved service quality, restructured employment, as well as increased flexibility of company operation under new conditions. A rapid increase in the interest in
outsourcing has been observed since 2004, when offshore outsourcing (offshoring) be-
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gan to be indicated as playing a major role in global economy [Bhagwati, Panagariya,
2008, p. 93], followed by analyses of applying this strategy in developed countries and
its impact on increase in unemployment rate and stagnation.
The most important reason for outsourcing is the ability of the company to:
-- Reduce and control operating costs;
-- Have access to best quality production capacity;
-- Release the company own resources for other purposes;
-- Obtain resources the company does not have;
-- Precipitate benefits resulting from the company restructuring;
-- Deal with a function which is difficult or impossible to control;
-- Raise capital;
-- Ensure risk sharing;
-- Ensure cash inflow.
The above-mentioned reasons for using outsourcing activities indicate that the
key elements for determining a specific area in the company are primarily economic,
organisational, market and social factors.
Formalised marketing and media activities of outsourcing companies
Due to the fact that this article focuses on formalised marketing and media activities in outsourcing companies and their impact on competitiveness of these companies, with particular emphasis on contemporary marketing, fundamental issues which
refer to marketing and media activities need to be discussed, as well as their formalisation and management.
It should be pointed out that the aim of the analysis and evaluation of marketing
activities and media formalisation in outsourcing companies, with particular emphasis
on contemporary marketing approach, is to determine the possibility of company operation based on the assessment of its current market position, strengths and weaknesses, and on predicted changes of external conditions of such activities, as well as
opportunities and threats that they involve. In the planning phase, based on the previously collected information and decision material, a concept of the company marketing and media activities is developed which involves setting directional goals (possibly
including the change of the current mission of the company), general aims and marketing strategy, and operational plans for the respective products, market segments
and planned development projects. In particular, it is important to specify properly the
aims and objectives of marketing and media activities in outsourcing companies. They
result directly from the company mission and their choice is also influenced by an analysis of the company environment and resources. The main aim of every company is to
make profit. This aim is achieved through intermediate (detailed) objectives. Intermediate objectives show what the company wants to achieve in specific markets. Well-formulated intermediate objectives must be as follows: realistic, measurable, precisely
defined in time and related to each other. Only then can they provide the grounds for
the selection and development of a marketing and media strategy, and later can also
be used to assess the results achieved [Nowacka, Nowacki, 2004, p. 219]. Marketing
and media strategies are formed and developed on the basis of marketing, its conceptual and instrumental layers. Strategies which arise and grow on any other ground, i.e.
next to marketing, cannot be regarded as marketing strategies. Marketing and media
strategies constitute a reflection of a set of decisions, procedures and market activities
undertaken by the company on the path towards reaching its goal(s) and objective(s).
The analysis of marketing and media strategies is based on the characteristics of their
contents.
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It is very important for outsourcing companies to achieve the right degree of formalisation in the respective parts of the organisation. Overformalisation, i.e. application of too many, too detailed and/or too restrictive regulations, does not allow for flexible operation. Underformalisation, i.e. insufficient degree of formalisation, leads, on
the other hand, to a situation in which employees have too much freedom in choosing
their tasks and ways of their implementation and often make wrong choices in terms
of the objectives of the whole organisation. In many cases organisations also make
the mistake of allowing for excessive disproportions in the degree of formalisation of
their different areas. Next to providing the appropriate level of formalisation it is equally
important to ensure good quality regulations. They need to be clear, concise and easy
to understand, and cannot contradict each other. Only by meeting these requirements
may such provisions be an effective regulator of organisational activities [Karbowiak,
Wyrzykowska, 2009, pp. 154-155].
Excessive formalisation of people’s conduct (behaviour) patterns in outsourcing
companies, however, reduces the adaptability of the organisation to changes in the
environment. Thus, the more frequent the changes are in the environment and the more
difficult they are to predict, the bigger the independence of employees is, as they are
not tied in their work by an unnecessary number of rigid regulations, which increases
the room for manoeuvring for the organisation and facilitates faster and more accurate
reactions to changes [Kaczmarek, Sikorski, 1996, p. 135]. At the same time, however, it
is worth remembering the apt observation of J. D. Thompson that in a stable environment in which rarely occurring changes can be accurately predicted, the use of a fixed
set of regulations ensures a greater adaptability of the organisation compared to the
situation in which its employees enjoy a total freedom in this area. It is so because of
the time needed to adapt which will undoubtedly be shorter when already fixed change
adaptation patterns are readily available [Thomson, 1967, pp. 72-73].
Formal strategy in outsourcing companies must therefore be a reflection of the
assessment of the impact of economic, technological and socio-political context, and
a response to predicted actions of the competition, access to procurement, scale of
customers’ needs. It has to be stressed that this information is still insufficient despite
the huge expansion of publicly accessible information and media network. Even after
the planned construction of new worldwide information highways, there will always be
a large sphere of predictions with a limited degree of probability. The risk of uncertainty
and ambiguity is unavoidable, it is all about its maximum reduction [Kieżun, 1997, p.
264].
In order to properly manage marketing and media activities in outsourcing companies in a formalised way it is necessary to make careful plans. Plans developed in
enterprises have their specific timeframes. Thus, they may be divided as follows:
-- Long-term plans (for the period of 5 years or more);
-- Medium-term plans (for the period of 1-5 years);
-- Short-term plans (for the period of 1 year or less).
Apart from working as an incentive, the plan in outsourcing companies also has
the following three fundamental functions [Niestrój, 2002, pp. 149-150]:
-- Verification: as a basis for assessing the feasibility of assumptions made with respect to planned objectives and development projects;
-- Coordination: as a basis for determining and coordinating specific tasks for marketing department and organisational units cooperating with them;
-- Control: as a set of “standards” constituting a basis for ongoing regulation and controlling of the effectiveness of marketing activities.
In outsourcing companies a well-constructed and consistently implemented plan
can therefore make a significant contribution to the company’s success in the market.
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Thus, managers should pay a lot of attention to its development and translation into
practice. The plan should identify the most attractive opportunities for the company,
while also specifying the ways of achieving and maintaining a favourable position in the
particular market segments, i.e. it should become an effective tool that combines all the
elements of marketing and media composition in a coordinated operational plan of the
company [Penc-Pietrzak, 1999, p. 87].
Marketing control process in outsourcing companies is a stage which also provides the basis for further work connected with setting goals and objectives, and developing plans for subsequent planning periods, as well as obtaining and deploying resources necessary for their smooth implementation. It plays a very important role also
because it allows to identify discrepancies between the plan assumptions and their
implementation, and it enables to understand the causes of possible deviations, which
prevents the occurrence of similar irregularities in the future. Therefore, correctly implemented control activities decide to a large extent about the efficiency of marketing and
media actions undertaken by every company, and thus affect the efficiency of the whole
organisation [Baruk, 2002, p. 210]. For a well-managed marketing control process it is
necessary to pre-determine the values that will systematise and concretise its course.
Control of the implementation of the planned objectives constitutes an integral
function of marketing and media management in outsourcing companies. As M. Wilson
writes, “planning and controlling are two sides of the same coin. Planning will make
no sense unless we evaluate the results, while one of the most important aims of this
evaluation is to improve planning for the future” [Wilson, 1993, p. 212]. This relationship
defines the essence of marketing and media control as a stage which based on feedback closes a single cycle of management process, while also ensuring its continuity
necessary for constant improvement of future decisions and actions in this area [Niestrój, 2002, p. 201].
For an effective realisation of control functions in outsourcing companies to be
possible, it is crucial to establish an adequate system of marketing and media control
in the company with respect to all its information sources and data carriers, procedures
for data obtaining, processing and analysis, and organisational solutions for placing
control in the company management structure. The first stage in the construction process of marketing and media control system in outsourcing companies is to determine
the values that need to be controlled and how to measure them. Control values are variables specifying results or resources which are of fundamental importance for assessing the operation of entities or projects subject to control, such as the value of sales
revenue, sales volume, market share, advertising costs, costs of campaign and media
strategies, etc. The primary range of these values and their measures is specified based
on the marketing operational plan; these are simply categories and measures within
which the objectives have been set.
After selecting the control values, outsourcing companies need to identify their
sources of information and methods to measure the actual size of the selected control
values and to analyse the information obtained. The actual size of control values in
outsourcing companies can be determined by the means of three types of information
sources [Wilson, 1993, pp. 215-216]:
-- Secondary sources providing information, in a way automatically, as a result of the
implementation of a formalised system of records and data processing (e.g. accounting records);
-- Systematic control tests and measurements carried out continuously or regularly,
periodically, e.g. establishing a specific procedure for submitting, processing and analysing customer complaints, requests and feedback, the use of consumer panels (via
telephone or postal services), systematic periodic surveys of conduct, systematic organisation of periodic surveys;
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-- Ad hoc control tests, designed and implemented in order to collect data which is
not provided via secondary sources or systematic tests, e.g. assessing the progress
in achieving objectives of a specific campaign. Organisational placement of particular
actions and control activities requires that all the tasks related to the functioning of
the whole system should be clearly assigned to specific people responsible for data
collecting and processing, as well as conducting the respective control analyses and
drawing conclusions. After all, the effectiveness of the entire system of control depends
on whether, based on the conclusions presented, appropriate decisions will be taken
and effectively implemented in the required time. Towards this end a proper mode must
be established for post-control conclusions to be implemented and for their execution
to be evaluated in every specific situation.
Given that we live in the age of competitiveness, primary tasks of outsourcing
companies in the area of formalisation of their marketing and media activities include
as follows: systematic analysis of customer needs, convenience in reaching their satisfaction with the company products, study of the effects and risks from the competition,
development of a marketing plan and programmes for the use of marketing instruments
for ensuring the planned circulation of products in the market, control of the implementation of plans and programmes, and coordination of marketing activities across
the enterprise. It is desirable to designate management positions in the organisational
structure of outsourcing companies, including product managers, marketing managers, media managers, sales managers, distribution managers, and to focus on such
sensitive issues as product quality, production cost, sales cost, marketing cost, storage
cost, management and administration cost. The organisation of outsourcing companies should create conditions conducive to triggering independence, commitment and
responsibility of employees, strengthened with the marketing management system.
Not all the tasks of marketing department can or should be carried out by the people
employed in the company due to the difficulty related to obtaining specialists in every
field of marketing and due to a high cost of their remuneration. Marketing department
is obviously responsible for performing a qualified assessment of the value and practicality of such services delivered to the company [Sztucki, 1994, pp. 170-171].
The selection of the respective channel in outsourcing companies depends on
local opportunities and conditions. By managing a network of its intermediaries, the
company must decide how much effort it should put in the push strategy and how
much in the pull strategy [Kotler, 2005, p. 517]. Every channel is to provide access to a
different segment of buyers and to ensure that the right products are delivered to each
customer at the lowest cost. When these conditions are not met, we usually have to
deal with a conflict of channels and excessive costs. The channel selection in outsourcing companies depends on three elements: types of available intermediaries, number of
necessary intermediaries, as well as conditions and responsibilities of each participant
of the channel.
According to the marketing and media concept of the roots of competitive advantage of outsourcing companies, marketing and media are crucial for the company to
reach a competitive advantage. Thus, if an outsourcing company has better marketing
or media skills and a more efficient system to use them than the competition it is in the
winning position. Indeed, the purpose of marketing and media is to maintain and increase competitiveness of outsourcing companies, which however does not mean that
marketing and media constitute the only and complete concept of the origin of competitive advantage. In result of the company activities a market segment(s) is (are) selected in which the company will operate (i.e. target market), and a respective strategy
is developed, introduced and executed. Marketing strategy of the company is known to
constitute a coordinated collection of product policy, price policy, distribution and promotion policy, tailored to customer preferences and accordingly adjusted to the company abilities. The selection process of market segment in outsourcing companies and of
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marketing strategies in this market is iterative, based on feedback: marketing research
of the given market determines the necessary strategies. They are confronted with the
company abilities, after which possible company strategies which offer an advantage
over the competition are accordingly adjusted to the respective market segment. This
process can begin with an analysis of market preferences or company resources. According to the concept of competition in outsourcing companies, marketing and media
should be perceived as a concept of company management. It subjects the process
of company management to market needs. The starting point and ultimate aim of all
decision-making processes are analyses of the needs and desires of their end-users.
Marketing management in outsourcing companies is to ensure continuous adjustment
of the product (and/or services) to the customer’s changing needs, active pricing policy, promotion and distribution. The concept of company management in outsourcing
companies calls not only for a passive adaptation to market needs, but also, if possible,
for being active and having an impact on the market in order to promote new products
and/or services. The process of developing a strategy should start with the identification of customer needs, the proper definition of what the end-user actually considers
to be a value for which they are willing to pay. The place of the strategy in outsourcing
companies, and thus also of the marketing concept of the competition, against other
strategies and approaches may be determined based on the distribution of the company strategies according to the level of management [Pierścionek, 2003, p. 205]. Strategies used in outsourcing companies can be divided into the following three groups:
-- Strategies developed and implemented by the corporate management board: development strategies;
-- Strategies of strategic branches (developed and implemented by the management
boards of subsidiaries or divisions): competition strategies;
-- Strategies developed and implemented by the respective functional departments of
strategic branches: functional strategies.
In case of outsourcing companies the external environment, i.e. the market, also
verifies the legitimacy of a company to exist. Therefore, strategic aims and objectives
often include at least the intention to maintain the currently achieved position in the
market, which becomes the priority for the further operation of the company. Marketing and management of media activities increase to a large extent the chance of an
outsourcing company to succeed. If implemented effectively, they ensure the funding
for the company development, based on the customer satisfaction not only with the
purchase, but also with the use of the purchased service. The task of outsourcing companies comes down to gaining potential and reaching the “hidden” customers. It should
be included in strategic marketing and performed by operational marketing through
market segmentation. Under the conditions of market saturation, it is useful to apply
the “buyer” marketing mix instruments. It is also important to consider the “hard” and
“soft” component of advertising. Having a different effect on producers and customers,
price plays a special role [Smoleński, 1997, p. 70].
To sum up this part of the discussion, I would like to pay attention to the fact that
a more formalised organisation is also a more durable one and requiring less improvisation. It is less exposed to losses resulting from the lack of coordination of actions
undertaken by the actors involved; it is, however, less able to adapt to the changing
needs of the environment and exposed to “measures exceeding goals”. Additionally,
the degree of formalisation in outsourcing companies should always be assessed in
the context of the specific situation. It depends mainly on the goal of the organisation
and what type of organisational relationships should prevail in the given institution.
Thus, neither the maximisation nor the minimisation, but the optimisation of the degree
of formalisation in outsourcing companies is conducive to their maximum capacity of
operation (situational approach).
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It should, however, be added that the process of formalisation of marketing and
media activities in outsourcing companies always brings certain costs connected with
[Bednarski, 2001, pp. 144-145]:
-- Expenditure related to establishing formal regulations. This area often requires extensive simulation studies and a lot of experience from the organiser. Any errors made
in this respect may result in a discrepancy between people’s conduct and the actual
needs of the organisation.
-- Ensuring that they are observed. The costs may arise in result of a conflict between
the standard patterns of conduct and the view of the person applying it. The closer the
standard is to the views of the employee, the greater certainty that it will be observed.
Often a system is necessary for ensuring the compliance with the implemented standards, but it is always quite expensive. It is better when the observance of a standard is
enforced with the respective technical or other well-structured process;
-- Limitation of people’s initiative and motivation due to formalisation. Although standards should be constructed in such a way that they can be applied by an average contractor, it needs to be borne in mind that all the necessary “dos and don’ts” will result in
restraining employee’s initiative and motivation;
-- Reduced flexibility of the organisation. With too many regulations there comes a
temptation for total formalisation, which may completely block any initiatives towards
adapting the organisation to a changing reality. Moreover, employees will often have
the impression that their work goes beyond the scope of their responsibilities, for which
they may request additional gratification.
To sum up, after reaching a competitive advantage outsourcing companies also
seek to increase their size. Together with the growth of that advantage there increases
the extent of their independence in the area of managing the instruments whose changes lead to better effects of operation in the market. The type and size of competitive
advantage in outsourcing companies determine the degree of its durability. For a company to succeed in reaching and enhancing the degree of such durability it is necessary
to use marketing, i.e. an integrated set of instruments. With their appropriate application, the competitive and media advantage in outsourcing companies may be increased
and consolidated.
It is therefore the aim of every outsourcing company to obtain and then to maintain a competitive advantage, among others in the form of securing a greater profit
than the average in the industry or having a significant market share. In order to reach
these objectives each company should ensure that it has competent employees who
will be able to promote such competitive advantage in the market. Also, it is necessary
to optimise all the areas of competitive advantage in outsourcing companies in such a
way that they can complement and support each other, as most often they are closely
correlated and they affect each other. The best results in outsourcing companies may
be achieved with the implementation of several systems and methods simultaneously,
but this requires a considerable self-discipline from managers and employees of the
production plant, as well as substantial funding.
Conclusions
Outsourcing a method of management which is used more and more frequently
nowadays . It is also willingly implemented in Polish enterprises, although the scale of
this phenomenon in Poland still cannot be compared to that encountered in countries
with a highly developed market economy. One can hope, however, that this relatively inexpensive and time-saving method will grow to be more appreciated by Polish owners/
managers, which will improve the competitive position of domestic companies in the
global market. For the past several years, the Polish economy has been going through
dynamic changes. A strong pressure to enhance efficiency and competitiveness en-
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forces actions leading to reorganisation and reduction of costs of business operation.
Outsourcing turns into a more and more frequently used strategy that supports the
processes discussed above. Outsourcing stands for a partnership, a common goal and
a common strategy of achieving it and with that ensured, cooperation can overcome
any problems that may arise. In principle, one could say that the aim of outsourcing
companies operating in a competitive environment is to satisfy customer needs, while
the final results of these processes, i.e. services to be delivered, should offer the greatest value to the consumer. It is worth pointing out that one of the key aspects of increasing the efficiency of production processes of these outsourcing companies, and
thus their competitiveness, is to implement marketing and media activities, formalised
accordingly. To sum up, the article provides an analysis of the literature, an analysis of
selected internal documentation and an analysis of the theory. The analyses presented
here reveal that the above hypothesis can be fully confirmed. Based on the results of
the analyses it may be concluded that formalised marketing and media activities have a
significant effect on a more efficient operation of outsourcing companies in the market
in the contemporary age of competitiveness.
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NECROMARKETING IN THE MEDIA
AND MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
Łukasz P. Wojciechowski,
Viktória Babjaková1
Abstract
Death is an inseparable part of life. This paradoxical statement expresses the inevitability
that each individual will encounter death. The demise of human existence is often stereotyped in
media, and used in a variety of commercial purposes as away of drawing attention. When death
and tragedy are used in marketing communication, it is called necromarketing. There are two approaches to the tool of necromarketing: explicit and implicit. Explicit necromarketing displays catastrophes, misfortunes and deaths in their direct form, while implicit necromarketing indirectly
presents of the death.
Keywords: Necromarketing, Marketing, Mass Media, Advertising, Death.

Introduction
The fields of marketing and advertising consistently look for new methods to create buzz and to sell products. Once such method, necromarketing, was started in 2009
[Wojciechowski, 2010]. This tool began as a reflection of the inevitability that humans
face death. Marketing products through the aspect of death or tragedy, which has generally been seen as taboo, has since become established. Necromarketing represents
a field of marketing which uses generally known marketing rules and techniques with
the aim to evoke a change which would satisfy the wishes of individuals, organisations;
and faces towards situations and objects explicitly or implicitly connected to the death
or parasite on the death and tragedy [Wojciechowski, 2010, p. 8]. Nowadays death and
tragedies connected with death, illnesses and bad luck, have become more and more
familiar, in the media. However, representation is not as dominant as we would assume.
The idea of death is both used and misused for its paradoxically, that it death scares
1
dr Łukasz P. Wojciechowski (lukasz.wojciechowski@gmail.com), mgr Viktória Babjaková
(viktoria.babjakova@gmail.com), Department of Mass media Communication, Faculty of Mass Media, University of Ss. Cyril and Methodius, 917 00 Trnava, Slovakia. The author deal with the issues of
necromarketing, creativity, creativity, stereotypes, gender, current issues in mass media, particularly
electronic, visual semiotics, photography, movie. Lecture the: Introduction to photography, photography for media, Mass media praxis – photography, Social marketing, non-profit ad, mass media
educations, Marketing Communication Tools (guerrila marketing). Work encompasses a wide variety
of Slovak and Polish films, as both a photographer and as an Assistant Director. Film credits include
films such as Strawberry Wine, War Games, Fly of Storks, Heaven, Hell, and Earth, My Father Gulag
and The Legend of flying Cyprian. A member of the Slovak Syndicate of Journalists, has had photo
exhibitions in Slovakia, and Poland, and has had many photographs published in magazines and
newspapers and won the Grand Prix of Theatrical Photography from the Slovak Theatrical Institute
in Bratislava in 2012.
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people and attract them at the same time [Walter, Littlewood, Pickering, 1995]. Realities
that could be classified as necromarketing further precede their term. A possibility of
a partial identification goes back to historical times, when burying and the objects and
activities connected to it had become the subjects of the exchange trade.
Necromarketing takes place in two possible levels: explicitly and implicitly. Explicit
necromarketing deals with displaying catastrophes, misfortunes and deaths in their
pure, direct form. The portrayal of undertaking services is an example of explicit necromarketing. Implicit necromarketing is the indirect presentation of death. Necromarketing is quite a broad phenomenon and can be identified both directly and indirectly in a
variety of fields, such as social marketing and its communication activities as well as
the fields of cosmetics, pharmacology and plastic surgery.
Explicit forms of necromarketing (undertaking services) are valued and used as a
tool in marketing communications because if death inevitability, but also for the fascination bordering with fanaticism the idea holds. The phenomena of death, for individuals, is that it could but also could not, personally happen. The explicit, or direct death
reference or display in connection with marketing practices is a main necromarketing
presupposition resulting in images of sumptuous funerals, pompa funebris and coffin
portraits [Solewski, 2013]. There undoubtedly belong farewells, adoration or commemorative memory or commemorations, and the popularity of virtual realities concerning
death have begun to appear in the shape of virtual cemeteries or directly created applications on social sites. Such memorials such as If I die or other virtual post-mortem
messages offers the possibility of saying good-bye, leaving a message, informal last
will or necessary passwords, for certain friends and close people who would receive
the last letters. Such an application argues that it is higher in practicability, provides
simpler editing and proclaims added safety over classical versions of good-bye letters
or messages. In a certain meaning it can be seen as a virtual testament.
Many companies have modified their products into necromarketing forms to expand their market offerings. Once such example is life insurance and financial coverage
provided for burial ceremonies. Some products and services pay out on death only partially or not at all. This makes them to be parasites on a deceased, his death, and family
of the deceased person. At a certain point it also borders on morbidity or necrophilia (a
modern society full of mechanic and non-living elements calls out a necrophillic character and enables shifting a border of acceptation necrophillicaly tuned communication
and promotion strategies, e.g the anorexic Barbie dolls from the same manufacturer dolls from series Monster High. The borders of what a society bears as an acceptable
level have been shifting) or by a recessive approach to a toy industry (Figure 1).
This distributed product is accompanied by a death letter, a label attached to a leg
of a toy and a plastic bag (representing a bag for death corpse).
Implicit necromarketing, on the other hand, works as a reaction on an inner and
actual side of the death for an each person. An unfulfilled desire for internal life and
youth is a soil for product development of cosmetic and pharmaceutical companies. An
emotional communique with the help of evoking emotion has been trying to change of
recent behaviour. Evoking negative emotions causes an increased emotional activation
– fear, anger, etc. Within a reduction of negative emotions a person makes steps, so that
it changes the recent state of approach and behaviour. In the case that a threatening
causes bigger fear than it has been planned, a receiver concentrates more to perceived
threat rather than to change behaviour, approach or state.
Necromarketing as a marketing phenomenon reflecting a situation of modern
times has been built on a concrete approach of people of a certain time towards a
situation of death. Some authors [Brádňanská, 1999] state that a ground of a human
approach towards death does not change and from the point of an evaluation quality
reaches dimensions positive (attracting) – neutral (carelessness) – negative (refusal).
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Figure 1. Soft toys of RoadKill company. Source: http://www.roadkilltoys.com/components/com_virtuemart/shop_image/product/c69f64614bec8599820937a086db5939.jpg,
(11.05.2015).

Ariès [Kisvetrová, Kutnohorská, 2010] represents 5 models of death, which represent
human approaches towards death, dying and deceased from the historical and cultural
points as follows:
1. “domesticated death”- a kindred relationship towards death, it has been comprehended not as a personal tragedy but as part of society,
2. “death of an individual” – the death becomes more the individual affair of a person
as a last drama,
3. “death close and distant” – approaching so far distant type of the death,
4. “death of a close person” – appears in 19th century and it is represented by fear
which is evoked by a loss of a close person and exceeding fear from his own death,
5. “reversed death” – a change of a approach towards death in 20th century characterized by terms, tabooization, institutialization, deritualization and postponing death
which end in a failure of the society towards the approach to death.
Nešporová [2004] claims that death becomes an interest of scientific research,
and it is again possible to talk about it in public. From the point of view of death, marketing in certain directions becomes apparent. Demands for a realistic depiction in
films (mainly from thrillers: gore, found footage), series (N.C.S.I., C.S.I, Bones), computer games (Blood, Resident Evil, Sky Rim) etc., have been growing [Shelton, 2007]. In fact
the corpse in a decomposition processes has become subject of necrophillic fun . Necromarketing, therefore must be defined as a term which relects, for instance, a situation
in the media, where there is an apparent shift of borders, such as a society that refuses
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to talk about death as a normal situation of an everyday life, yet becomes obsessed by
horror comics, war films and disasters.
Death commercialisation
When cemeteries came from public ownership to private, death has openly become a business. Even in the case of coffin producers, burying services, etc. the presentation of death in commercials is the same as for other products [Kisvetrová, Kutnohorská, 2010]. A change of death to a commercial subject is understandable and
irreversible – the death became an article in a market system. The business with death
thus overcomes the borders of a subject and service sale connected with burial and
shifts and becomes a bigger representation in sales of commemoration objects of life
of famous people, visits of places connected with death. In fact, millions of people travel to places connected with death, torture or alleged threat [Stone, 2006]. Lennon and
Foley [Molokáčová, Molokáč, 2011] add that this type of tourism belongs to the parts of
the world which are influenced by catastrophes, for example places of wars, and tragic
situations (places of genocides, concentration camps, areas of natural disasters). That
these locations and sites are financially successful is not a surprise; the death of other
people is more interesting then considering your own death.
The presence of death references in promotion does not have to necessarily evoke
negative emotions. Therefore, labels that are linked with the symbol of death, such as a
skeleton or personified death, are not automatically considered negative or threatening.
According to Papica [1998] a skeleton was used often in medieval times for commemoration of memento mori in a personified form. Consider danse macabre, an audio-visual
advertisement of Mercedez-Benz. In this spot, death is personified as a man in a black
coat with a scythe. He appears on a passenger seat during a drive and expresses sorrow that he came to take the soul of the driver who faces a impending crash. The driver
in a last moment breaks the car, avoids the crash and thus Death, and with a victory-like
and sarcastic grin replies with the same phrase: Sorry.
This ironic dialogue is done from point of view of both arguing participants and a
certain way represents an analogy of a meeting of a knight Antonius Block and Death in
a work by Bergman called Det Sjunde inseglet (1957). Similarly, the safety features of a
car save lives in another advertisement for Hyundai Veloster. The advertisement shows

Figure 2. Volvo for life. Source: http://pauzicka.zoznam.sk/obrazky/reklamne-obrazky/
reklamy-62, (11.05.2015).
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two models of the Hyundai Veloster, and begins with women about to get out of the car
on the side of the road. On the other side is the figure of death with a scythe. With the
traditional four-door car, the woman is tragically run over. However with the second
model, it is death that is killed, as the Hyundai Veloster only has one back door that
opens on the safe side of the road. Another example is ad for Volvo (Figure 2). A motive
of a death dying even if it is an oxymoron, appears at the same time in an advertisement
for Volvo. However, the death can be cheated or killed, as it is in the film Final Destiny.
The use of explicit fear to evoke attitudes is considered to be an unwise choice
in most situations, and is instead is positioned as a humorous situation. The given
advertisement describes a model emotional pivot [Young, Kastenholz, 2004]. The emotional state of a viewer is finally strongly positive [Young, 2006]. The death of a driver
is apparently expected and that situation cannot be changed. Unique qualities of the
product suddenly change a given state of a situation and the driver thanks to technologies temporarily wins over death. Advertising campaigns using the aspects of explicit
necromarketing uses fear as a prior and presumed motive. In the case of social and
societal marketing this fear is used in an attempt to leave a feeling of inevitability of a
solution of a depicted problem in the consumer.
Effectiveness of fear appeals in communication is disputable. According to
Hradiská evoking intensive feeling of fear is not a guarantee of a behaviour change. It
explains by a psychic mechanism of self-defence (“it cannot happen to me”) which activates mainly by repeated application of fear impulses [Young, 2006]. The audio-visual
advertisement was and in spite of that, considered to be effective. Partly, a mechanism
of self-defence appeared says Hradiská [Young, 2006]. The advertisement and its main
figure of a skeleton were interpreted individually by some people and that resulted in
a demonization of homosexuals. Gays were marked as those who bring to the others
death such as AIDS as it was done by the skeleton.
Advertisement campaigns featuring death have generally been found to more often be using direct death referred symbols. Features using the stereotypes for clear decoding include communiqués belonging to coffins, gravestones, or crosses and direct
references to death. From time to time a human body as a ghost or depicted as a dead
man are used. Except from the direct death references, necromarketing features are
used in the meanings of the ending of life or as life after death. In connection with identified features of necromarketing (explicit or implicit) we are able to create the following
categories of manipulation through a communique:
1. Manipulation through contrast
2. Manipulation through sexual content
3. Manipulation through (the deceased) referrals (celebrity endorsement)
4. Manipulation through “perfection”
Manipulation through contrast
Advertisement campaigns of Michael Stich Foundation focusing on help to children suffering from HIV or living with AIDS illness in Germany, often use, in their printed
advertisements, necromarketing. Implemented into a normal environment, necromarketing creates contrast situations evoking fear, shock and outrage.
Examples include a campaign and other print advertisement from 2007. The main
focus of the organization is to illustrate the issue of HIV transfer from a mother to a
baby. This print advertisement depicts a walk in a park on an idyllic sunny day, but the
calm face of a mother sitting on a bench contrasts with a child pram represented as a
coffin on wheels. The text reads Like his mother, HIV positive.
Another advertisement refers to death from another point of view. In a picture saying that HIV is not a good start into life (Figure 3) there is a vulture carrying a baby in
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its beak. The vulture instead of a stork, which traditionally brings babies, represents
necrophagia which flies around dead corpses. Another example (Figure 4) depicts a
baby metaphorically proclaimed to be dead reminiscent of a photo by Kevin Carter from
the warlike Sudan for which he was awarded the Pulitzer prize in 1994.

Figure 3. HIV is not a good start for a life. Source: http://www.michael-stich-stiftung.org/uploads/tx_wtgallery/popup/239bdda707f029ffaee385c3b6486774.jpg, (11.05.2015).

Figure 4. Photo by Kevin Carter. Source: http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-6HPUM3Up-9M/Ta3F3z7pqKI/AAAAAAAAAXM/YEw49WvpeW8/s640/kc.jpg, (11.05.2015).
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Manipulation through sexual content
Erotic or sexual content presented in advertisements is often used for their efficiency sexuality is one of the basic human needs in various practical outcomes of a
human life and naturally thus attracts the attention where we talk about it, it is depicted,
presented in different forms, genres, means, media [Pavlů, 2009]. An important view in
the case of such a motive is a link with a promoted object or an idea. A purposeless use
of an erotic motive does not need to be effective.
The Michael Stich Foundation campaign uses necromarketing in their printed. The
ads created focus on young people and they promote the use of condoms at sexual
intercourse. The series of ads depict a young couple at a cemetery, (Figure 5); and in
a room with burning lanterns, cross, prayer beads, a picture of a saint, a funeral urn, a
skull etc.; all items found with funerals. The text reminds that HIV indeed ends with the
death, however, it offers by a solution by using condoms. (Everyone infected by HIV will
die of it. Stop the virus. Use condoms.).

Figure 5. Unprotected love is eternal. Source: http://www.michael-stich-stiftung.org/uploads/
tx_wtgallery/popup/6f87fea6661a42e2f39392fa76d15357.jpg, (11.05.2015).

A set of communiques directs a recipient towards realization the seriousness of
a situation not in a traditional form, even though; in a certain view it is stereotyped. A
couple in this communique is directed to death and at the same time anticipates a fate
of careless recipients of the presented warning, and in case they do not realize the danger, with claim Unprotected love is eternal. Displaying a half-naked couple contains a
significant lover-like position which can attract more attention by the explicitly rather
than the appeal itself.
Products or services of companies connected with funerals, use promotion in their
marketing mix. The sensitivity of death requires a careful handling within promotions,
mainly when speaking to elderly people. A surprising approach of some companies
might be classified under the name “sex sells”. An Italian company Cofani Funebri presents their coffins through calendars with pointed sexual content (Figure 6). Moreover,
this company broadened its goods in its online shop with key chains and lighters in a
shape of coffins, piggybanks in a shape of a skull, T-shirts with a company logo and
other products. Figures display in calendars (postures, costumes, roles they act in, environment: a charnel house, cemetery), apart from erotic appeals up to fetishism refers
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to subcultures such as emo or goths as a modern manifestation of neoromanticism.
“Symbols linked to vampires significantly marked the aestheticism of subcultures, such
as Goths or more mainstream Emos, or a youth fashion known under an umbrella term
scene” [Malíčková, 2009, p. 326]. Vampires undoubtedly connects a mystic of immortality.

Figure 6. Calendar
(11.05.2015).

1.

Source:

http://www.cofanifunebrimania.eu/calendario-2010/,

In an attempt to make promotion more attractive some companies use the promotion of calendars which apart from the offered goods depict attractive women (even
in a pair with a man) and it exemplifies relation of Eros and Thanatos. Delimitation of
Eros focusing on reaching the sexual delight through erogenous zones and Thanatos
as a destructive, relying on a principles of nirvana, full of peace and non-existence of
suffering, which we find in death. A similar idea was accepted by a Polish company.
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Linder (2010) published a calendar, literally coquetting with pornography and open fake
reminding calendars displaying naked women, with drills and similar machines; further
years aimed at more cunning pieces. More original ideas on a calendar topic in this field
were shown by EIZO company with its campaign for X-ray medicinal monitors (Figure
7).

Figure 7. Calendar 2. Source: http://verybadfrog.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/08/X-RayPinup-Calendar-May.jpg, (11.05.2015).

Manipulation through referrals
A referral is in a certain way a manipulative element on a side of a promoted product or label. Referrals can be divided into three big groups: professionals, celebrities and
laic referrals. Celebrities become referrals of some products from the reason of their
general familiarity and ability to be identified with the product [Mikuláš, 2007]. Thus, a
presented product is subconsciously connected with the celebrity and in the way based
on it he/she is being identified. In necromarketing we encounter people as referrals.
Thanks to digital technologies and body doublers they again get back “to life”. Famous
celebrities are picked into positions of referrals who are linked with a certain modus
vivendi and sometimes even death. An example of a use/misuse of a deceased person
is advertising campaigns of companies such as Dr. Martens or Hard Rock Cafe. A shoe
label for different subcultures refers to the personality of Kurt Cobain from a legendary
grunge group Nirvana, Sid Vicious – a bass guitar player from a famous punk group Sex
Pistols (Sid Vicious, Figure 8) or Joe Strummer the co-founder, lyricist, rhythm guitarist
and lead vocalist of the punk rock band The Clash and Joey Ramone a vocal singer of a
punk-rock group Ramones. All of them were considered to be musical icons in life, and
after their deaths they become infamous- even immortal with rise of cult mentality. In
one advertisement, all the musicians are in skies representing heaven, dressed in white
togas wearing in Dr. Martens shoes. It is an idea of an image campaign using post
mortal faithfulness. Dr. Martens AirWair evokes sensual experiences connected with
lightness, comfort and shoe quality. In the second campaign, Kurt Cobain, Elvis Presley
(They never left, Figure 9) and Freddie Mercury appeared. The advertising campaign
was made for the Hard Rock Cafe. The scenography of advertising is connected with
music such as the network of Hard Rock Cafe. The campaign points out the status of
a company in a place where there is music, there are also those who make it and made
it the best.
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Figure 8. Sid Vicious. Source: http://adsoftheworld.com/media/print/dr_martens_boots_sid_vicious_sex_pistols?size=original, (11.05.2015).

Figure 9. They never left. Source: http://adsoftheworld.com/media/print/hard_rock_cafe_elvis?size=original, (11.05.2015).

Despite of the fact that in the given examples there are the people who are a part
of the past, these advertisements endeavour to identify them within the present times.
Finally, there is a question of morality when using images of a deceased person for the
purpose of sale and profit. There is a paradox in which by death a person loses everything that they owns, but identity’s can live and “sell” onwards, stuck in eternal times
due to their fame or beauty, In this way the celebrity becomes immortal.
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Allegedly dead referrals
Another example of such referring is simply a moniker known as “dead people”.
This can be illustrated by the personal display of Kim Kardashian in a campaign fighting against HIV/AIDS. “Allegedly dead” created a project under the name The Digital
Life Sacrifice, in which famous celebrities from different fields such as Alicia Keys, Katie Holmes, Ryan Seacrest, Serena Williams, Kim Kardashian (Figure 10), Lady Gaga,
Justin Timberlake, Elijah Wood, or photographer David LaChapelle and many others
gave up their “digital life”, or their lives on social networks. Celebrities were supposed
to be digitally dead up to the time when people with the help of sending text messages
with contributions of 10$ “ransomed” them. Each celebrity decided to dedicate his/her
digital life in the interest of the millions of real people infected by HIV/AIDS. To achieve
this, the celebrities pledged to have no connection with social sites until their life was
ransomed back. The aim was to reach the of sum one million dollars. The campaign
collected a half of money through individual donations, and the other half was sponsored by philanthropist Stewart Rahr (a pharmaceutical millionaire).

Figure 10. Kim Kardashian is dead. Source: http://cdn2.kimkcdn.celebuzz.com/files/2010/11/
kim-kardashian-is-dead-keep-a-child-alive-world-aids-twitter-ad-120110.jpg, (11.05.2015).

In this example, the manipulation is more than apparent. The purpose was to
evoke panic in fans with the supposed death of the celebrities. The campaign also appealed to para-social interaction created between the personality and his/her admirers.
Even when it is clear that the death is real indeed even a necromant game people are
interested. In fact, there appears to be a rise of necrotainment (Tupac’s visual “exhumation”). Rather than a decision between life and death by gladiator fights we achieve
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death with a thumb by text messages. In quiz shows and reality shows, in which metaphorical death is expected, necromarketing can be seen. Nowhere is this truer then on
a screen, as is in case of computer games [Mikuláš, 2007]. However, it is questionable
how many people are impressed by such a reality, and how many are willing to pay for
this virtual resurrection.
Manipulation through “perfection”
Implicit manipulation works with symbols and pictures referring to death in the
second or next plan. Primarily refer to aging or illness which end with death, or carefully avoiding the consequences of aging, necromarketing in this form is presented as
“perfection” and offers a heal. A scent of death walks around campaigns with their laboratories of make-ups for the dead, not living models, hair sprayed, not speaking, dumb
women in stiffed poses, hanged with bijou, without any expressions, with fake smiles,
unnatural walk, as living mummies [Toscani, 1996, p. 20]. Thus Toscani emphasizes
the presence of death in the most perfect and neat model, unnaturality of their image.
We encounter a form of a “visual cannibalism”, and a “phenomenon of a consuming
eye”, coined by French sociologist and anthropologist Louis-Vincent Thomas [Thomas,
1991]. The bodies determined to be displayed are mostly those shown in advertisements. Advertisements force us at the same time to identify ourselves with those we
look at. Thus, viewers ingest the incredibly – that is the incredible presented in the
pictures – such as the ugly, the beauty, the younger, the unsuccessful ones, and those
more successful. Thus cannibalism itself is connected with the faith of taking over the
power of the one who has been eaten.

Figure 11. Sophia Loren – Pirelli Calendar 2007. Source: http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-slkrLwua_
EI/T4Il1Af2dpI/AAAAAAAAT-Y/2_VYZRFRxZU/s1600/49658_Sophia_Loren_2007_Pirelli_Calendar_04_122_429lo.jpg, (11.05.2015).

Different cosmetic products guarantee services such as wrinkle removal, getting
perfect complexion, etc. and use famous images in advertising to propagate these services. Consider the photos of Sophia Loren in a Pirelli Calendar 2007 (Figure 11). However, thanks to digital corrections, these images do not correspond with their age and
ordinary look and are unnatural. Advertisements by a cosmetic company L’Oréal with
actress Rachel Weisz were pointed out by the British organisation Advertising Standards Authority as cheating and the ads were banned [Poulter, 2012]. These advertisi-
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ments reflect the aging process in the modern times. We live in times of infinite youth
and everything is allowed including sex, however, not only finiteness of existence and
inevitability of dying and death [Černák, 2009, p. 205]. Cosmetic and pharmaceutical
companies offering products and surgeries, benefit from a never-ending desire to be
young and some say, immortal. These products sell their brand of “life elixir” as the only
right one, where results “will be seen” within the proclaimed time. However, customers’
similarity with the model from the advertisement will be never achieved.
Implicitly, a necromarketing message is hidden beyond an audio-visual advertisement of Dermablend by the Vichy company under the name Go Beyond The Cover (Figure 12). In the spot an ordinary looking man is shown that apart from some piercing
does not seem unusual. However, when he uses make-up remover on a part of his
chest, he reveals a part of his tattoo. Even more shocking is what is revealed on his
face, where there is a tattoo representing uncovered brain, a skull skeleton, and reveals
a zombie image (Rick Genest has his body tattooed and therefore nicknamed Zombie
Boy). The end of the advertisement belongs to retrospective fast shots masking the
man´s complexion with the help of special correctors aimed to cover tattooing. An attempt to point out at a perfect covering quality of the advertised products implicitly
involves an ability to hide death by the choice of a referral.

Figure 12. Go Beyond The Cover. Source: http://nd05.jxs.cz/753/492/44a1a6a3bb_80784884_
o2.jpg, (11.05.2015).

Summary
Our presented view on qualities in advertisements which are considered to be necromarketing promotion presents within the basic categories which could be identified
in a majority of advertisements (humour, fear, sexual appeals, and referrals), and the
manipulative influence on a recipient. Manipulation from the point of view of visual outcomes creates an emotional effect. Use of topic of death in commercials offers the idea
of death from the position if its “attractiveness.” Even when death is used in a light and
humorous level, fear evoking creates an unwilling effect. In public service advertisements death is used with the same purpose, however, effect by fear is understandable
and bearable. It is assumed that the manipulation involves a certain level of misuse, in
necromarketing when it is exposed in a higher level.
The death is an inseparable part of life. This paradoxical statement expresses the
inevitability that each person will encounter death. Death is often disguised (makeup) or added with some other circumstances (commemoration, media informing about
accidents, etc.), but has found its place in society. The presence of various referrals –
the dead, allegedly dead, changes communiques and advertisements are placed into
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metaphorical mausoleums. Equally, the modern society approaches towards life with
Fromm´s dose of necrophilia [Fromm, 1997] and death and dying gradually has becomes an institutionalized, commercialized fact without tabooization, or detabooization of death makes argumentations and inability to get to a high profile. An ideal of a
young, healthy body which dominates in today´s audio-visual culture is connected with
violence, elimination and tabooization. We remove from our sight (and from our intentional perception) bodies which do not fulfil conditions and requirements of a certain
ideal which is generated within the certain times. We do not look at the bodies of the
sick, old, disabled and we do not want to perceive their problems. This tendency of a
dominance of a young, beautiful and healthy body was called by Lynda Nead [1998] as
“body fascism”. The second phase of violence on the figures is implicitly involved in a
view which creates from them objects of observation.
Necromarketing is apparent in promoting and in using and misusing death motives, illnesses, tragedies sometimes for political capital. Sometimes death serves to
beneficial purposes. Thus death appears within social marketing and advertising campaigns. The aim of the majority of these ads are, firstly, to provoke as well as shock
and ultimately persuade consumers to accept the presented idea, and implement the
idea into his/her way of life and customs. Fear appears as the only emotional reply
which can be evoked in consumers. Manipulation of consumers works in commercial
campaigns which use the features of explicit necromarketing, on a different level from
public service communication –where mostly they do not want to scare, rather amuse
or attract bigger attention.
Nekromarketing is a quite extended phenomenon and it can be identified in different fields. It has become a subject of argument in terms of what is and what is not an
appropriate level of displaying and referring to the end of a human existence, as well as
what exceeds a border of ethicality and referring to the death of a human being.
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POLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE:
NEW CONTEXT, REGULATIONS AND
PROSPECTS
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Abstract
The article provides an overview of the developments in Poland after the collapse of communism in 1989 from the point of view of foreign language teaching, including a swift reorientation
and transition from a public school system with Russian as the main foreign language, to a diversified language teaching market focused on teaching English and other languages. A particular
stress is placed on a relatively new phenomenon, being an increased demand and new opportunities for teaching Polish as a foreign language to be further promoted as a result of anticipated
amendments to legal regulations governing the status and certification of the Polish language.
Key words: foreign language teaching in Poland, language certificates, Polish as a foreign language.

In 2014, Poland, together with the rest of Central and Eastern Europe, celebrated
anniversaries of events which had marked milestones in the country’s transition from
a former Soviet satellite into a liberal market democracy. These included the 25th anniversary of the partly free Polish parliamentary elections and the formation of the first
non-communist government since the end of World War II, which triggered subsequent
events of 1989 in the region, the 15th anniversary of NATO enlargement in 1999, and the
10th anniversary of the EU membership. The main focus of the media was on the political events and their economic consequences, but the changes which these events precipitated have affected all areas of both public life and individual lives of the Poles, and
may be analyzed from different perspectives. The article explores the developments
in Poland over the past quarter of a century from the point of view of foreign language
teaching, with a particular stress on a relatively new phenomenon, being an increased
demand and new opportunities for teaching Polish as a foreign language.
The linguistic aspect of the radical change in Poland from a communist mono-party system to a liberal market democracy may be described as a transition from a monolingual to a multilingual society. This transition is still an ongoing process which progresses in two directions: on the one hand the number of Poles who declare that they
are able to communicate in at least one foreign language, has been growing steadily
over the past years, while, on the other, there has been an increase in the number of
foreigners interested in learning Polish. According to a survey published by the Centrum
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Badania Opinii Społecznej (CBOS) polling center in November 2012, 51% of adult Poles
can communicate in at least one foreign language, compared to 46% in 2009, 45% in
2006, 44% in 2004, 42% in 2001, and 37% in 1997 [CBOS, 2012]. In this context, it should
be noted that the year 2004 was not only the year of Poland’s accession to the European Union, but also the year of the first official exams in Polish as a foreign language
carried out by the State Commission for the Certification of Proficiency in Polish as a
Foreign Language, which had only been established on July 3, 2003.
The magnitude of the linguistic change in Poland since the collapse of communism is best demonstrated when the current situation is contrasted with that in the late
1980s. Additionally, since the main purpose of the article is to outline the new context,
regulations, and prospects for teaching Polish as a foreign language, it is also interesting to outline the main developments in teaching other foreign languages Poland
over the last twenty years or so, to the extent that this new experience may be used to
enhance the teaching of Polish to foreigners.
1. Foreign Language Teaching in Poland in the Late 1980s
Similar to other aspects of life in Poland under the communist system, foreign
language teaching operated at two separate and quite distinct levels: the official level
comprising the public education system and courses organized by educational institutions, companies (for their employees) and associations, and an unofficial system of
private tutors and teachers who moonlighted giving classes on a one-to-one basis or
in small groups in private homes. In public schools children started learning the first
foreign language (Russian, taught as a compulsory foreign language) in elementary
school and continued to study the language in high school (for a total of seven to nine
years, depending on the type of school). Additionally, students learned another, “Western” foreign language in high schools which most often offered German, followed by
English and French (Italian and Spanish were taught in a handful of schools either as a
second or as an optional third foreign language). The secondary school examinations
(matura, organized at the national level but graded by the individual schools themselves) included an exam in a foreign language, and the students could choose any
of the languages which they had been studying. Unsurprisingly a vast majority chose
Russian. College and university students were also required to take a foreign language
course offered at a particular school or university.
Formal language courses outside the educational system were relatively few, and
students who wanted to sign up for programs with established reputation, such as the
French language courses at the Institut Français in Warsaw or the Alliance Française
in Cracow, or the courses at the English Language College run by the Methodist Church
in Warsaw, had to wait in long lines and still were not always able to secure admission.
The shortage of supply created a huge informal market for more or less professional
private teachers.
The level of foreign language instruction, in the public schools, officially registered
courses and on the informal market, varied significantly depending on the teachers’
language skills, teaching competence and dedication. The selection of teaching materials was poor, and even the relatively few books on offer were in short supply.
It took a lot of effort and persistence for a Pole living in Poland to become proficient in English, and very few students found sufficient motivation to acquire a skill
which they were unlikely to use anyway. Passport and visa restrictions combined with
a non-convertible currency made travelling abroad a sought after and rare privilege.
Poland under communism attracted few foreign visitors, and their contacts with the
local population were limited. Censorship restricted access to anything printed abroad,
banned private ownership of satellite television dishes, and even controlled photocopiers.
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If Poles had relatively little incentive to learn foreign languages, the teaching of
Polish as a foreign language was almost nonexistent, with the exception of the government scholarship scheme provided for left-wing oriented students from developing
countries to study in Poland. Since the courses were offered in Polish, a special School
of Polish Language for Foreign Students was established at the University of Łódź in
1952, which offered a one-year program preparing the students for enrolment in their
respective universities. The Jagiellonian University in Cracow started to run a similar
program in 1969, and the Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań in 1985. A more relaxed policy towards the West in the 1970s enabled yet another program to be launched
at the University of Wrocław and at the Catholic University of Lublin in the mid-1970s.
The latter catered particularly to expatriate Poles who wanted their children and grandchildren to learn the Polish language and culture, but were reluctant to send them to
courses organized by state-owned universities.
2. Foreign Language Teaching in Poland After 1989
2.1. Poles learn foreign languages
The collapse of communism almost instantaneously opened Poland to communication with the West. Satellite dishes mushroomed all over the country, foreign publications became readily available, and Poles were keen to travel abroad as tourists or
guest workers. Polish companies started to do business with foreign partners, and
inflow of foreign investment created new jobs and career opportunities for those who
could communicate in foreign languages, mainly English, German, and French.
Foreign language teachers in Poland remember the 1990s as the Golden Age, owing to the unique situation when several generations of Poles wanted to learn a new
language, most often English, right away. First private and independent schools were
opened which offered English language classes from first grade or even kindergarten, primary and secondary schools replaced Russian with English in their programs
as soon as they could find enough teachers to do so, and adults enrolled in language
courses offered by a quickly growing number of language schools.
A qualitative progress soon followed the quantitative growth in foreign language
learning. Leading publishers started to see Poland as an important market in which
they sought to establish a strong position with state-of-the-art teaching materials. At
the same time, an increasing number of Poles signed up for international examinations
in order to obtain certificates attesting to their foreign language skills. Funds made
available for language courses under various assistance projects implemented within the framework of European integration provided an additional stimulus for Poles to
learn foreign languages.
However, even after more than twenty years of super intensive foreign language
teaching, the situation still leaves a lot to be desired. Although English has long been
the most popular foreign language taught in Polish schools, the First European Survey
on Language Competences recently carried out by the European Commission showed
that as many as 24% of Polish students in the final year of junior high school (ninth
grade), who had been learning English for at least several hundred hours over three
years or more, were still at pre-A1 level according to the Common European Framework
of Reference for Languages, thereby ranking the second worst among the fifteen countries participating in the survey (before France with 31%), compared to 1% in Sweden
which ranked number one (followed by Malta and the Netherlands, with 2% each) [First
European Survey on Language Competences, 2012, p. 94]. At the other end of the scale,
B2 and B1 levels were reached by, respectively, 5% and 9% of students in Poland, 7%
and 15% in France, and as many as 57% and 25% in Sweden [First European Survey on
Language Competences, 2012, p. 94].
The figures were even worse for German, which is the second most popular foreign
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language taught in Poland, with 44% of students at pre-A1 level, 4% at B1 level, and 2%
at B2 level [First European Survey on Language Competences, 2012, p. 95].
Some allowances may be made for a poorer performance of Polish high-school
students in English or German due to a relatively greater difficulty in learning these languages as compared to native speakers of other Germanic languages (e.g. the Swedish
or the Dutch), but these would not explain the much better results obtained by students
from Slovenia, Croatia, or Bulgaria [Foreign Service Institute, n.d.].
The methodology and the scope of the European Commission’s study were quite
different from the earlier mentioned poll by the CBOS. The Commission actually tested
three foreign language skills (listening, reading and writing), while the CBOS asked its
respondents for self-assessment of their language skills. The surveyed groups were
also different: the target group of the Commission’s study were fifteen-year olds, while
the CBOS polled adults (the youngest age group of respondents being between 18 and
24). Nonetheless, the discrepancy between the results of the study and those of the
poll (58% of tested students at pre-A1 or A1 level in English, compared to as little as
15% of those who admit not being able to communicate in a foreign language among
the 18 24 age group in the opinion poll. CBOS [2012, p. 14] indicates that Poles tend to
overestimate their language skills [First European Survey on Language Competences,
2012, p. 94].
This suggests that the main focus in foreign language teaching in Poland should
now be placed on enhancing the teaching efficiency rather than expanding the scope
of foreign language instruction. A lot of work has yet to be done before Poland can
reach the foreign language competence standards comparable to those of the leading
EU countries, especially since the percentage of Poles able to communicate in Russian
or German has actually declined since 2005, as shown in a recent poll by the European
[Europeans and Their Languages, 2012].
2.2 Foreigners start learning Polish
2.2.1 New context
A growing interest in learning Polish as a foreign language has been mainly a result of population movements (both global and within Europe), and various economic
and political processes brought about by globalization and European integration. On
the one hand, the number of foreign nationals living, studying, or working in Poland for
extended periods of time has increased exponentially over the past decades, and, on
the other, an increasing number of foreigners abroad choose to study the language and
culture of Poland as the sixth largest member state of the European Union. Polish expatriate workers want their children (even if they are born and bred abroad) to learn the
language not only for sentimental reasons, but also because their lives are increasingly
transnational. The number of foreign students in Polish universities and colleges has
been growing rapidly, reaching nearly 30,000 in the academic year 2012/2013. An increase by more than a fourfold compared to 2000/2001 according to figures published
by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education [Projekt ustawy o zmianie ustawy o
języku polskim, 2013]. On top of that, many companies operating in Poland require their
expatriate employees, irrespective of the position held, to be able to communicate in
Polish.
There are also official language requirements, as a foreigner must document his
or her Polish language proficiency, for example, if the person wants to apply for Polish
citizenship, work in Poland as a nurse (or in other health care related professions), work
in a Polish government office or agency, become a licensed real estate dealer, enroll in a
Polish college or university without attending a one-year preparatory course, etc. Other
laws provide for Polish language proficiency requirements which may be waved by the
competent authorities in specific cases, but this is likely to change, as for instance, an
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amendment to be proposed to the Banking Law by the Ministry of Finance is expected
to introduce an obligatory requirement for all management board members of banks
registered in Poland to document their Polish language proficiency. At the moment, in
five out of nine leading banks in Poland the Management Board meetings are held in
English [Wilkowicz, 2014].
Since Polish is the native language of 8% of the population of the European Union,
it is likely that other Europeans, especially those working in EU institutions or the national administration of EU member states, may also be interested in learning Polish
and obtaining certificates to document their language proficiency.
The phrase “documented Polish language proficiency” implies that the persons
concerned must obtain officially recognized Polish language certificates. At the moment, such certificates are issued solely by the already mentioned State Commission
for the Certification of Proficiency in Polish as a Foreign Language established in 2003
under the Polish Language Act of 1999, as amended [Ustawa o języku polskim. Dziennik Ustaw, 2011]. The Commission organizes exams and certifies language proficiency
at three levels according to the CEF standards (B1, B2, and C2). According to information published on the Commission’s official website (at www.certyfikatpolski.pl), from
2004 until 2012 the Commission organized 130 examinations in 31 locations. These
included seven locations in Poland: Warsaw (31 exams), Cracow (21 exams), Poznań
(7 exams), Wrocław (5 exams), Łódź (3 exams), Cieszyn and Lublin (1 exam each); as
well as numerous locations abroad, including the United States, Germany, France, Russia, and even Beijing. Despite the impressive geography of exam venues, the number
of people taking the exam during that period was relatively small (a total of 3,999), and
the largest group among them were Ukrainians (853), followed by Americans (504), and
Germans (445).
These numbers hardly compare with the anticipated demand for Polish language
examinations based on the number of foreigners applying for Polish residency, work
permits or to Polish colleges and universities.
2.2.2 New regulations
New regulations are being introduced or expected not only by way of establishing adequate Polish language requirements for foreigners in Poland, but also to make
it possible for the foreigners to satisfy these requirements, as well as to promote the
teaching of Polish as a foreign language and Polish language certificates. In April 2013
the Ministry of Science and Higher Education drafted outlines for an amendment to be
proposed to the Polish Language Act, whereby the State Commission would no longer
have monopoly on certifying Polish language proficiency. In fact, the Commission itself
would be dissolved, exams would be prepared at the central level, but they could be held
by any number of approved examination centers, such as colleges and universities,
both in Poland and abroad, language schools, etc., in order to increase the frequency
and accessibility of the exams. The Ministry also proposes for exams to be offered at
all the CEF proficiency levels for adults and additionally at the three initial levels (A1, A2,
and B1) for young learners.
The Ministry’s proposal was endorsed in its entirety by the Council of Ministers in
December 2013, and work on the new bill is currently underway. When drafting the specific provisions, the Ministry is drawing from the experience of other European countries (including Germany, the UK, Sweden, and Italy). It is difficult to predict when the
new legislation will be proposed to the parliament, or when it will be adopted and in
what exact form. Nevertheless, one may expect the new regulations to follow the general direction set by the government.
2.2.3 New prospects
Most of the long established Polish language programs for foreigners are offered
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by schools affiliated with Faculties of Polish Language and Literature of the leading universities. However, language teaching in general and second/foreign language teaching
and acquisition in particular are not in the center of their research interests. This fact
bears heavily on the teaching approaches and methods prevailing in Polish language
teaching both in Poland and abroad. If the teaching and certification experience gained
by foreign language teachers in Poland over the last two decades could be incorporated
into the teaching of Polish as a foreign language, this would greatly contribute to the
enhancement and promotion of Polish language teaching to foreigners.
The introduction of Polish language proficiency certificates at all the CEF levels
would not only establish similar standards to those existing for other languages, but
also create an additional incentive for new groups of students to learn Polish (e.g.,
short-term exchange students), and a market niche for language courses catered to
their specific needs and circumstances.
The development of teaching materials is another area in which the experience
gained by Polish teachers of other languages could be used both to enhance and to
promote the teaching of Polish as a foreign language, as many of the relatively new Polish language books for foreigners still seem to follow the grammar-translation method
(e.g., the same book is published in several versions for native speakers of different
languages).
It would be unrealistic to expect Polish to become as popular as a foreign language
as Spanish, German or French, or even Russian or Chinese, let alone English. Nevertheless, a fresh, more up-to-date approach to teaching and certification of proficiency in
Polish as a foreign language would help for the language to be no longer seen as exotic
and impossible for learn for foreigners.
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Abstract
The history of pirate, illegal television stations in Poland is presented here against the broader
background of systemic transformations (both political and legal). According to the author of the
article, it was an inevitable phenomenon, closely linked to the creation of the foundations of a democratic, lawful state with free-market economy. They were a factor which enforced acceleration
of political change, legislative works and affected the change of the programming offer. Although
pirate television stations were a short-lived phenomenon, they had huge impact on the later development of electronic media in Poland.
Keywords: television, the media, pirate stations, history of television, media law.

1. Introduction
Pirate television stations were a phenomenon characteristic for the state of the
media in Poland in the first years after the systemic transition in 1989. Inseparable
from the political and economic transformations, they were an ephemeral phenomenon,
which preceded and paved the way for the commercial television stations which have
existed until today. More than twenty years ago, a growing number of pirate television
stations and the related legal and technical consequences were used as an argument in
favour of accelerating the works on the Act on broadcasting and the selection of members of the National Broadcasting Council.(Krajowa Rada Radiofonii i Telewizji, KRRiT)
[Markiewicz, 1994, p. 12].
The term pirate television was used by journalists, and it also became one of the
concepts used in Parliament (Sejm) speeches [Stenographic report, 1993] and official
documents [Sprawozdanie KRRiT, 1994, p. 4]. Although it is commonly used, and thus
understood, it requires some qualifications. In this publication, the term will refer to
television stations which, temporarily or permanently, broadcast signal in the terrestrial
mode without a license from the Ministry of Communications or the President of the
Radio Committee, and then stations which did not receive a license and persisted in
broadcasting their signal.
2. Difficult road to pluralism and competition among television stations
In 1989, the form and content of the electronic media in Poland was determined
by two institutions: the Committee of Radio and Television “Polish Radio and Television” (Komitet do Spraw Radia i Telewizji „Polskie Radio i Telewizja”), referred to as the
Radiocommittee (Radiokomitet) and the General Office for Control of Publications and
Performances (Główny Urząd Kontroli Publikacji i Widowisk).
The Radiocommittee was the monopolist in the area of radio and television broadcasting [Act on Committee of Radio and Television, 1960]. The Act on control of publi-
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cations and performances imposed on authors of television and radio programmes the
obligation to present the appropriate authority with a script for approval one day before
the broadcasting. In the case of news programmes and materials, not later than 10
minutes before broadcasting [Act on control of publications, 1981]. In these conditions,
not only was there no place for any competition, but there was even no independence
within the official system of the media in the People’s Republic of Poland. The issues
were so important, both for the opposition of that time and the ruling circles, that a
special Subgroup for Mass Media was established within the Round Table. Both parties
decided that the existing system of electronic media had to be disassembled, and pluralism and competition among radio and television stations needed to be introduced.
The parties duly agreed that the Sejm should quickly develop a new set of comprehensive legal regulations in the form of acts which would determine the status of the
Committee of Radio and Television and the “broadcasting order”, which are now included in Act on the Committee of Radio and Television and the Act on communications. It
will enable development of radio and television stations financed from various sources (including by local communities), or commercial stations operating on the national
stage, the development of satellite TV, cable TV, teletext, etc. [Round Table Agreement,
1989].
On 4 June 1989, the first partially democratic elections took place. As a consequence, Tadeusz Mazowiecki was nominated as the Prime Minister [Dudek, 2007, p. 54].
In the inaugural speech, presented in the Sejm shortly after the voting on appointment
of members of the Council of Ministers, the new Prime Minister also indicated the necessity to limit the role of censorship and introduce the principle of pluralism in radio
and television [Mazowiecki, 1989].
One of the consequences of the appointment of Mazowiecki’s government was
replacement of the President of the Radiocommittee. Andrzej Drawicz, coming from
the opposition, replaced Jerzy Urban, a former press officer of the government (19811989), on the position. The new President, within a few weeks, led to cessation of presenting news programmes by journalists associated with the former communist authorities [Jachowicz, 1990, p. 3]. He started the process of re-employment of journalists
dismissed from television during the Martial Law [(rs), 1989, p. 2]. At the turn of 1989,
Polish Television found itself in a difficult financial situation. In February 1990, its obligations towards a bank amounted to 34 billion PLN in the currency of that time [Bikont,
1990, p. 6]. One way to overcome financial problems was commercialisation of the second channel of Polish Television. Two different conceptions emerged, which assumed
a change of the existing nature of Channel 2 (Dwójka). The first conception, which was
based on the creation of a fully independent commercial channel, was proposed by the
then Vice-President of the Radiocommittee, Lew Rywin [Bikont, 1990, pp. 6-7]. A different conception of solving the financial problems was presented by the then director of
Channel 2 of Polish Television, Józef Węgrzyn. His vision assumed the sale of air time
to external television producers and sponsoring of programmes [Bikont, 1990, p. 10].
Finally, the idea of Lew Rywin was rejected [Bikont, 1990a, p. 2]. The notion of commercialisation of regional television stations of Polish Television also emerged in the
Radiocommittee. There were eight of them at that time and they were to become the
basis on which companies with private capital would be established. This idea did not
meet with approval either [(ab), 1990, p. 2].
3. Pirate television stations – scale of the phenomenon
In 1989, the state of the Polish economy called for immediate recovery actions.
Mazowiecki’s government developed a stabilisation scheme. Leszek Balcerowicz, the
Minister of Finance, was responsible for the development and implementation of the
plan, and the package of changes was remembered in history as the “Balcerowicz
Plan.” The scheme assumed, among other things, introduction of market mechanisms
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and a change of the ownership structure of the economy [Dudek, 2013, pp. 67-75]. In
December 1989, the Sejm adopted a package of economic acts, which delineated the
direction of changes in the Polish economy. That was the time, when the first initiatives
concerning bringing private television stations to life started to emerge. Their list was
systematically growing, and all of them were finally categorised as pirate.
The first report on the operations of the National Broadcasting Council (KRRiT) of
1994 included information on the dimensions (55 radio and 19 television stations) and
the specificity of illegal radio and television broadcasting [Sprawozdanie KRRiT, 1994,
p. 25]. The catalogue Press, radio, television, published by the Polish Information Agency in 1994, contained information on 15 private television stations broadcasting from
terrestrial transmitters [Prasa, radio, telewizja, 1994].
Table 1. The catalogue of 15 private television stations.
Name of station

Editorial office’s address

Range

TV
Centrum Kalisz,
(Centre)
ul. Łazienna 6
Nowa Telewizja
Warszawa (NTW) Warszawa,
(New Television ul. Grzybowska 77
Warsaw)

Editor-in-chief

Year of start
of broadcastig

15-20 km

Mieczysław
Trzęsowski

1991

50 km

Krzysztof
Wyszyński

1992

Echo

Wrocław,
ul. Powstańców Śl. 95

50 km

Leszek Turowski

1990

Ex

Bydgoszcz,
ul. Kaszubska 25

40 km

Ewa Gąsecka

1993

Morze (Sea)

Szczecin,
Wały Chrobrego 3

60 km

Mariusz Jeznach

1991

100 km

Zbigniew Konarski

1992

30 km

Małgorzata
Kałużyńska

1992

The Tri-City
and around.
No data in
kilometres

Jerzy Rusin

1992

Rondo
about)

(Round- Katowice,
ul. Mikołowska 100a

Tele-24

Łódź,
ul. R. Traugutta 21/23

Tele-Top

Gdynia,
ul. Śląska 35/37

Copernicus

Olsztyn,
ul. Cicha 3c

40 km

Zbigniew Wytrążek

1992

Es

ul. Piekary 14/15

70 km

Piotr Sławiński

1992

Krater (Crater)

Kraków,
ul. Płk. S. Dąbka 8

Cracow
Voivodeship.
No data in
kilometres

Janusz Rząca

1992

Krzysztof
Czerniecki

1992

Telewizja Niezależna
Lublin Lublin,
(TNL) (Lublin In- ul.
M.
Curie
dependent Tele- Skłodowskiej 5
vision)

-

60 km
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Name of station

Editorial office’s address

P r y w a t n a
Telewizja Opole Opole,
(Opole
Private ul. Ozimska 18/6
Television)
Top Canal

Warszawa,
ul. Wawelska 5

Range

Editor-in-chief

Year of start
of broadcastig

30 km

Janusz Sidor

1993

80 km

Marek Sarat

1990*

The city
of
Gorzów
Gorzów Wielkopolski,
Vigor
Wielkopolski. ----------------ul. K. Jagiellończyka 8
No data in
kilometres.
*It results from other sources that Top Canal started broadcasting in 1992.

1992

The differences in the number of private television stations broadcasting from terrestrial transmitters in various publications can be explained by lack of stability and
order in the air. In other sources, information can be found about three subsequent
local televisions, which broadcast from terrestrial transmitters: Lubań Television (from
1 March 1990) [20 lat Studia “S”, n.d], Miedziowa Television (Copper Television)/Lubin
Television (1990) [Jak to było…, n.d.], Jelenia Góra Television (May 1990) [20 lat temu…,
n.d]. It is worth mentioning that Lower Silesia (Dolny Śląsk) was exceptional in this respect. Four of the first initiatives to establish independent television stations were born
there. In each of the cases, an immense role was played by the deep fascination with
the transmission technology of the founders of those enterprises.
The transmitter, which was used by the television in Jelenia Góra, had been obtained in 1986 from the Soviet military base and had been used for a few years by a
group of people fascinated with television technology to transmit the signal of Moscow
television [20 lat temu, n.d.]. In 1990, the transmitter was used to broadcast their own
local television signal. Most of Lower Silesian televisions were experimental, and local societies were responsible for their functioning: Stowarzyszenie Telewizyjne Test
(the Test Television Society, Jelenia Góra), Społeczny Komitet Odbudowy Telewizji w
Lubaniu (the Social Committee for Rebuilding of Television; Stowarzyszenie Telewizyjne Lubań (the Lubań Television Society from 1991).
Their own content, which the stations transmitted, was not of commercial nature.
The schedules were filled with programmes that presented interesting places, coverage
of cultural and sports events, street polls, interviews. Besides, the signal of foreign satellite televisions was transmitted. Echo Television was a commercial enterprise from
the onset.
4. TV Echo – the first private television station in Poland
The Radiocommittee still played the role of monopolist and it was the consent
of its President Andrzej Drawicz what legitimised operations of a station. Four such
decisions were heard of. Three concerned radio stations (Radio “Zet”, Radio “Fun” and
Radio “Solidarność”) and one television [(knysz), 1991a, p. 5]. In November 1989, the
initiating group of Echo Television applied to the President of the Radiocommittee for
granting a broadcasting permission. That permission concerned the programming
schedule. The Ministry of Communications also gave its permission, assigning to Echo
channel 28, which was a reserve for the Northern Group of Forces of the Soviet Army
[Głowacki, 1990, pp. 16-17]. It was a temporary permit, valid until 30 June 1990. The
low-power transmitter of 20W was located on the roof of the building of Arka (Ark) dor-
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mitory. This ensured the reach of up to 10 kilometres [Direct interview with Waldemar
Szewc, 2013]. The station started to broadcast on 6 February 1990. In the first phase of
operations, the station transmitted 4.5 hours of programmes per day (between 18:30
and 23:00). The retransmission of the signal of a few Western television stations, which
took up a lot of air time, was gradually replaced by own productions. The simplest TV
forms were supplemented with programmes presenting news, intervention and journalism focusing on the city. It resulted from the studies performed that the following programmes met with the greatest interest from the viewers: “Echo Miasta” (“Echo of City”)
news programme and reporters’ programme “Wrocławscy Gliniarze” (“Wrocław Cops”).
It was the ambition of the founders of Echo Television to create a news - publicist television based on civic nature. That phrase was in use at that time [Direct interview with
Waldemar Szewc, 2013]. The economic situation of the company was good enough to
enable its owners to carry out two serious investments. In Lublin, there was created
a subsidiary of Echo Television, Operating under the name Echo Kresowe (Borderland
Echo), which used a transmitter in Lublin and occupied a channel used by Channel 2
of Polish Television. The signal of Echo Kresowe was available, before commencement
of the daytime transmission of Channel 2 and after its end [Głowacki, 1990, pp. 16-17].
The other investment of a much greater importance was the move, on 7 June 1990,
of the transmitter and the editorial office onto the highest building in Wrocław at that
time – the 22 storey-high office building called Poltegor. The power of the transmitter
increased tenfold, from 20 to 200W, ensuring reach of 45 kilometres [Głowacki, 1990,
pp. 16-17].
The permission issued by the Ministry of Communications expired on 30 June
1990. Despite soothing signals coming from the Ministry, during the last days of May,
the threat of cessation of transmission hang above Echo Television. A special statement was published in the press, according to which the owners of Echo would consider turning the transmitter off.
Our current permission becomes invalid on 30 June 1990. The date results from
assurances that a new Act on communications, concerning also independent radio and
television stations, will have been adopted by then. Since the Act has not been adopted so far, nor is the date of its possible adoption known, we are forced to discontinue
broadcasting our programmes on 1 July 1990 until binding decisions are made [Statement, 1990, p. 1]
The Ministry of Communications extended the permission for Echo Television to
transmit signal for the next three months. At the end of September 1990, the threat of
closing the station returned. This time, the ministry demanded elimination of the allegedly illegal transmitter placed on the Poltegor building [Górny, 1990, p. 4]. Meeting
this condition would mean tremendous financial loss and dramatic loss of broadcast
coverage. An interruption in broadcasting lasted one day, on 1 November Echo viewers
were cut off from their favourite programmes [Echo, 1990, p. 2]. The permission was renewed. The Ministry of Communications and the State Radiocommunications Agency
(Państwowa Agencja Radiokomunikacyjna, PAR) adopted the following principle: until
the Act is in place, applications for permission to start radio and television stations
shall not be considered [(szczyp), 1992, p. 2]. The example of private stations, which
legally and effectively competed with the state radio and television, led to keen interest
from entities that wanted to follow in their footsteps. Until the end of March 1991, the
Ministry of Communications received around 350 applications, including 75 for the permission to establish a television station [(knysz), 1991, p. 5]. During the following quarter, the number of applications increased twofold (around 700, of which 150 concerned
TV) [700 czeka na ustawę, 1991, p. 2].
5. The years 1992-1993. Expansion of pirate television stations
In October 1989, there was created the first extra-parliamentary commission
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whose task was to develop legal changes concerning the radio and television activities. Eventually, the Act on radio and television was adopted on 29 December 1992
[Braun, 2008]. Before that, further dates had been set and owners of entities of the
nascent media industry were losing patience. Many of them, despite the warnings from
the Ministry of Communications and the State Radiocommunications Agency, decided
to start broadcasting. On 31 October 1991, Morze Television (Sea Television) started to
broadcast its content in Szczecin. On 1 August 1992, the viewers in Warsaw could see
the test signal of another television station transmitted without permission – TOP Canal Television [Jarzymowska, Wielgopolan, 1992, p. 2]. On 5 December, another private
station, New Television Warszawa (New Television Warsaw, NTW), started broadcasting
from Warsaw. It was founded by a well-known oppositionist from the communist era,
Mirosław Chojecki, the co-founder of the underground publishing house called NOWa
[Encyclopaedia of “Solidarity”, n.d.]. Two private stations and the local branch of Polish
Television competed for the viewer and income from commercials in the capital. This
situation persisted for slightly more than a year and a half [Kijowski, n.d.]. The situation
of private television stations on the Polish market began to drift towards standardisation and consolidation when Nicola Grauso – the Italian media investor – appeared in
Poland.
Grauso, planning to invest in the developing TV sector, decided to start from the
Echo from Wrocław. He wanted to use his experience from Sardinia, where he first established a network of pirate television stations, and then obtained a licence for transmitting the television signal [Solska, 2010]. Implementation of a similar scenario in Poland, which was then undergoing a systemic transformation, seemed a logical choice
and an opportunity. In the summer of 1990, the owners of Echo Television held talks
with several potential investors. Two factors determined formation of a company with
the Italians. Firstly, joint experiences, broadcasting without license, and willingness to
accept higher investment risk. Secondly, during the autumn crisis caused by the order
to stop broadcasting issued by the Ministry of Communications, the Italians declared
far-reaching assistance and made their transmitting devices available [Direct interview
with Waldemar Szewc, 2013]. As a consequence, a notarial deed was signed on 4 October 1990 to establish a limited liability company under the name “Prywatna Telewizja
Echo” (“Echo Private Television”). Its share capital was valued at 360 million PLN of the
currency of that time, and it was divided into 100 shares.
Table 2. Ownership structure of “Prywatna Telewizja Echo” sp. z o.o [The notarial deed, 1990].

Shareholder’s name

Number of shares

Value of shares

Spółka Wydawnicza Polsko-Włoska
(SEI)
(Polish-Italian Publishing Company)

50

PLN 180,000,000

Marek Młynarczyk

12

PLN 43,200,000

Ireneusz Orzechowski

25

PLN 90,000,000

Waldemar Szewc

6

PLN 21,600,000

Andrzej Zygmunt

7

PLN 25,200,000

SEI paid up its shares by contribution of capital, the hitherto owners of Echo covered their shares in the form of contribution in kind. Grauso obtained the first and most
important beachhead on the Polish television market. The subsequent steps consisted
in looking for partners to establish similar companies in other regions of Poland. They
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included a station which had already been broadcasting Morze Television (SeaTelevision) or one that was about to start broadcasting soon New Television Warszawa (New
Television Warsaw, NTW). In other cases, partners which were efficient organisers, entrepreneurs and knew the film and television industry were selected. Such was the case
of the Cracow Krater Television (Crater Television), founded by Janusz Rzońca, winner
of several awards at student film festivals.
In 1992, I was called by colleagues from Wrocław, who had launched Echo Television, and said, ‘Look, you have been dealing with film.’ ‘Well, yes,’ I replied. ‘Would you
start a television in Cracow?’ ‘Of course, no problem, just give me something to start
with.’ ‘Why don’t you come over to Wrocław, you will see how it works here.’’ [Direct
interview with Janusz Rzońcy, 2013].
There were also instances, when people came to Echo on their own initiative, willing to start cooperation. This was the case for the founders of Rondo Television in
Katowice (Roundabout Television), who were planning to launch a private information
agency, visited shareholders of Echo to present an offer to them. At this meeting, the
roles reversed, they were presented an offer to establish a private television station.
We were told, which is not insignificant, that the venture would be reasonably financed from the investor’s funds, that there would be a point, when it would start earning for its needs, that we will hold shares in the business. [Direct interview with Zbigniew Konarski, 2012].
The television stations created in the largest Polish cities were combined into an
informal network of regional stations “Polonia 1”. Their operations can be divided into
two periods. Before the creation of the network and unification of programming schedules, their programming offer was fully based on their own productions. The second
stage consisted in gradual extension of the common range. Thus, from a network of
regional stations, Polonia 1 gradually transformed into a station with national reach. In
the materials prepared for promotion of the programming offer – autumn 1993, Polonia
1 was presented as a company providing services to local private televisions. Polonia 1
places at the disposal of every of the associated stations programmes and means for
strengthening and enriching their schedules [Promotial materials of Polonia 1]. What
was presented as a form of support in the advertising material, based on good will of
the owners of the local television stations, was in fact a superimposed, through ownership relations, schedule of programming changes. This sometimes led to tensions.
Dramatic change in the functioning caused resignation of a large proportion of people
involved. [Direct interview with Waldemar Szewc, 2013].
In autumn 1993, Polonia 1 united 12 television stations, whose main shareholder
was Spółka Wydawnicza Polsko-Włoska (SEI).
Table 3. SEI – 12 television stations

Station’s name
Nowa Telewizja Warszawa
(New Television Warsaw, NTW)
Krater Television
(Crater Television)
TVL
TV Ex
Tele 24
Rondo Television
(Roundabout Television)

Seat
Warsaw
Cracow
Lublin
Bydgoszcz
Łódź
Katowice
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Station’s name
TV Es
Morze Television
(Sea Television)
Echo Television
Tele Top
Telopol
Copernicus

Seat
Poznań
Szczecin
Wrocław
Gdynia
Opole
Olsztyn

Three other limited liability companies, whose shareholder was Spółka Wydawnicza Polsko-Włoska (SEI), took part in the licensing process: Prywatna Telewizja Rzeszów
sp. z o.o. (Rzeszów Private Television), Prywatna Telewizja Tarnów sp. z o.o. (Tarnów
Private Television), Prywatna Telewizja sp z o.o. (Private Television) from Częstochowa
[Decision no. DK-150/96, 1996].
The most important link in the chain of Polish-Italian companies was Prywatna
Telewizja Echo sp. z o.o. It was the basis for recruitment of candidates for subsequent
companies and trainings took place there.
It was easier for them, they all in a way learned from us how to organise it. How
it should function, what is accounting like, what taxes are there, how to produce programmes, what the salaries should be. That is the full know how of a professional television station. Leaders came to us to learn. Those were individual meetings. [Direct
interview with Waldemar Szewc, 2013].
The Polish owners of Echo Television joined the restricted group of trusted associates of Grauso. Marek Młynarczyk was the shareholder of 17 Polish-Italian television
companies, he sat on the Management Boards of seven of them [Statement, 1993]. The
programme ranges prepared by Polonia 1 took up more and more place in the programming schedule. It resulted from the data presented in March 1993 that, depending on
the day, the share of the common content of Polonia 1 accounted for from 58% to 65%
[Hearing of delegation, 1994]. The autumn schedule assumed extension of the common programming schedule to from 77.5% to 81% [Promotional materials of Polonia 1,
1993].
6. The last period of operations of pirate television stations
Pirate stations united in Polonia 1 participated in the first licensing procedure.
Licence applications of all Polish-Italian companies contained similar assumptions in
terms of programming, technical and financial matters. They assumed close cooperation. It must be noted here that Polonia 1 applied separately for a national broadcasting
license. For that reason, the answer to the following question was of utmost importance
for members of the KRRiT: “If the television received a licence and the others did not,
including the headquarters, then half of the programmes would be lost, including the
films. Therefore, we ask if the television is capable of sustaining itself and be that regional and local television?” [Hearing of delegation, 1994]. As a result, the KRRiT rejected their license applications. Although the stations applied separately, as independent
economic entities, the KRRiT decided to consider them jointly. Also the accusations
formulated by the Council were common: lack of detailed information on own television
productions, lack of documented financial potential of Polish shareholders, and, which
seems the most important, the foreign shareholder declared financing the companies
in a scope exceeding its shares (33%) [Decision no. DK-150/96, 1996].
Even Echo Television, which had received the broadcasting permission from the
then President of the Radiocommittee, became illegal. The Ministry of Communications
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and the PAR energetically commenced enforcement of the law. In September 1994, the
last pirate stations were closed down. The ideas to use the production potential of the
companies associated in Polonia 1 came to nothing, equipment seized by tax offices
could not be used for that purpose. Simultaneously, there were undertaken lobbing actions, there were attempts to mobilise the public. In October 1994, the President of the
KRRiT received a letter with a meeting request.
It will be wrong if our enterprises, well received by the local communities, become
another example of the “Polish hell”. President, let me, in collaboration with the other
directors – shareholders of the suspended private televisions, ask you to meet with us.
[Letter from Marek Młynarczyk, 1994]
Hope surged when, from the time of the completion of the licensing procedure,
there changed, even twice, the President of the KRRiT. Marek Markiewicz (to 1 March
1994), Ryszard Bender (from 30 March to 21 July 1994), Janusz Zaorski (from 22 July
1994). The actions were to no avail. The last chance for making use of the potential of
the closed television stations associated in the Polonia 1 network was the attempt at
creating Prywatna Telewizja Los (Fate Private Television).
[Letter addressed to KRRiT, n.d.]
Directors of the closed stations from: Wrocław, Łódź, Szczecin, Olsztyn, Gdańsk,
Lublin, Bydgoszcz, Opole, Cracow and Katowice declared that they had the experience,
knowledge and, most importantly, an unnamed, serious Polish investor. Apart from that
one letter, there are no traces of the attempts to establish Los Television. KRRiT did not
receive any licence application.
7. Conclusions
Pirate television stations were an emblematic element of the Polish economic life
and media landscape in the years 1990-1994. It can be tentatively stated that their
growing number, popularity among viewers, aggressive operations on the advertising
market led to acceleration of the processes which rearranged this sphere of public life
in Poland during the time of systemic transformation. Pirate television stations also
became a great experiment combining economic, social and programming issues. They
shaped the experience whose results were utilised by legal private television stations
in the first phase of their operations. The presence on the media market of more than a
dozen economic entities that offered air time and large numbers of viewers facilitated
the development of Polish television advertising and production. Thanks to them, there
emerged demand for specialist television equipment. Nowadays, when there are no visible traces of them besides paragraphs in biographical notes of a group of well - known
journalists, it is worthwhile to ponder upon the pace and directions in which the Polish
television stations would have developed if it had not been for the brief and eventful
history of their predecessors branded as pirates.
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